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E Williams <info@llanbrynsports.org> 12 April 2022 at 13:39
To: emir evans <evansnwyn@yahoo.co.uk>
Cc: "alanwilliams38@btinternet.com" <alanwilliams38@btinternet.com>

Wyn / Alan

Please accept my apologies as we will not be able to attend tonight's meeting due to late developments of
commitments. 

I had a phone meeting with Sport Wales on Friday to clarify some matters. See attached an update from the LBSA
with regards to some of the previous discussions held between us and also surrounding Alan's advice, specifically the
email dated March 22 containing a suggested draft letter from the LBSA to Sport Wales. These were the main topics
of discussion with the Officer and he gave us a clear way forward in the short term.

We would appreciate it if this could be communicated accordingly in my absence this evening and we'll keep you
updated on developments.

--  
Regards

Llangennech & Bryn Sports Association
Charity No. 1183362
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Alan Williams <alanwilliams38@btinternet.com> 12 April 2022 at 15:35
To: E Williams <info@llanbrynsports.org>, emir evans <evansnwyn@yahoo.co.uk>

 Emyr
Thanks for the information stated below but unfortunately this was only received this afternoon.
That does not matter and note that your are in contact with SportWales.
The Lease will convey a 21 year legal interest in the land and whilst SportWales will require proof of this arrangement
the organisation must realise that the LBSA and the Council will be faced with legal fees. It is therefore important to
ascertain, to some degree, that this scheme is eligible for funding albeit that all SportWales conditions have to be met.
At the moment we do not have a firm indication of costs involved, and the account of the information received leaves
many questions to be answered.
I am still awaiting to see, as you probably are, the detailed requirements that are written down in the Official Guidance
Notes being part of the Application process. Obviously we will have to meet this criteria.   Again I refer to my previous
discussions with SportWales which suggested a process of first arranging to submit a proposal for the employment of
an acceptable Consultancy to advise on the whole process including the availability of Tenders. These Consultants
will discuss with you and other interested parties the pros and cons of the various surface materials available and
possibly future management.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=005c042503&view=att&th=1801e0055002e758&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_l1w6t9nc0&safe=1&zw


This will enable a favoured Tender Sum to be the subject of any future Application and aid SportWales and the
Council in determining its contribution and funding programme. In my discussions with SportWales this first phase is a
fundamental requirement and has to be undertaken prior to the main Application. I assume these requirements have
not been changed.
We need official written guidance before we can proceed further - can you register your interest with SportWales
which I understand will enable you to down load their Application Package.
We must see the written requirements before anything else can be done.

Regards
Alan

Sent from my iPad

On 12 Apr 2022, at 14:39, E Williams <info@llanbrynsports.org> wrote: 
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E Williams <info@llanbrynsports.org> 21 April 2022 at 16:10
To: Alan Williams <alanwilliams38@btinternet.com>
Cc: emir evans <evansnwyn@yahoo.co.uk>

Alan
Thanks for your email. Please see attached the document with written guidance for applications. 

Just with regard to your question on the following:
Again I refer to my previous discussions with SportWales which suggested a process of first arranging to submit a
proposal for the employment of an acceptable Consultancy to advise on the whole process including the availability of
Tenders. These Consultants will discuss with you and other interested parties the pros and cons of the various
surface materials available and possibly future management.
This will enable a favoured Tender Sum to be the subject of any future Application and aid SportWales and the
Council in determining its contribution and funding programme. In my discussions with SportWales this first phase is a
fundamental requirement and has to be undertaken prior to the main Application. I assume these requirements have
not been changed.

When I put these points and questions to the SportWales Officer on the call, he said this wasn't the case so I can
only assume that this has now changed. 

We will be publishing a community engagement survey to record feedback on this specific scheme imminently to help
us form a plan.

We'll keep you informed.
Regards
Em
[Quoted text hidden]
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Alan Williams <alanwilliams38@btinternet.com> 21 April 2022 at 16:55
To: E Williams <info@llanbrynsports.org>

Emyr
Thanks for the information and note your comments and those of SportWales.
My remarks regarding the procedure resulted from a telephone conversation with Cerri of Sport Wales and I have no
explanation regarding what now seems a different approach. This of course does not matter.
The Application details supplied do not clearly direct a way forward, although you might have a different view.
Fundamentally, it is necessary to ascertain that the MUGA qualifies as an appropriate scheme, which in principle
meets the criteria for SportWales funding. Whilst the intention is to provide for all interests described in the document

mailto:info@llanbrynsports.org
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=005c042503&view=att&th=1804ce359d6b9605&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_l29744pj0&safe=1&zw


received I am at a loss to identify a clear way forward at this stage - a critical path from beginning to completion- and
assume that you will be given further guidance as you require.
Your decision to prepare a “Community Engagement Survey” is obviously a good start and if I can help in any way
please let me know. This document will demonstrate answers to the required criteria which will then presumably lead
to further procedures.

BUT FROM THE INFORMATION RECEIVED I DO NOT KNOW. 

REGARDS
Alan 

Sent from my iPad

On 21 Apr 2022, at 17:10, E Williams <info@llanbrynsports.org> wrote: 
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